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Abstract
Online surveys are widely used in human-computer
interaction (HCI) to gather feedback and measure
satisfaction; at a glance many tools are available and the
cost of conducting surveys appears low. However, there is
a wide gap between quick-and-dirty surveys, and surveys
that are properly planned, constructed, and analyzed.
This course examines survey research approaches that
meet HCI goals, selecting the appropriate sampling
method, questionnaire design best practices, identifying
and avoiding common survey biases, and questionnaire
evaluation. Attendees will gain an appreciation for the
breadth and depth of surveys in HCI, combined with keys
to conducting valid, reliable, and impactful survey
research themselves.
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Course description
Surveys, now commonplace on the Web, allow researchers
to make inferences about an entire population by
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gathering information from a small subset of the larger
group. Surveys can gather insights about people?s
attitudes, perceptions, intents, habits, awareness,
experiences, and characteristics, both at significant
moments in time and over time. Even though they are
easy to administer, there is a wide gap between
quick-and-dirty surveys and surveys that are properly
planned, constructed, and analyzed [4].

Course attendees, either new to surveys or somewhat
experienced but interested in the latest advances, will gain
a practical understanding of the survey research lifecycle,
from goals to planning, sampling considerations,
questionnaire design, and evaluation [2, 3, 1, 5]. This
course will also focus on demonstrating common
questionnaire biases while providing best practices on how
to minimize them. The role of survey research within HCI
will also be discussed by highlighting common applications
and by examining frequently used standardized
questionnaires to measure usability and other aspects
within HCI. The course will combine lecture material with
relevant real-world examples; a major portion will be
dedicated to interactive group activities during which
attendees will apply some of the learned material to
reviewing and revising example survey questions. No
formal prerequisites are required to attend this course.

Instructor backgrounds
Hendrik Müller (Mueller) is a senior user experience
researcher at Google, Inc. currently in Sydney, Australia.
He leads user research for Google Drive, supports Google
Docs, and previously worked on Google Health and several
other products. Hendrik received his master?s degree in
Human-Computer Interaction from the Georgia Institute
of Technology in Atlanta, USA, in 2007.

Aaron Sedley is a senior user experience researcher at
Google, Inc. in Mountain View, focused on tracking and
analyzing user attitudes via surveys. He currently leads
survey research within Search. Prior to joining Google in
2003, Aaron held research positions with New York Times
Digital, Young & Rubicam, and the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. He earned a bachelor’s degree in
Government from Wesleyan University in 1995.
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